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ABSTRACT
The journal bearing can be represented by a plain cylindrical sleeve
(bushing) wrapped around the journal (shaft), but the bearing can adopt
variety of forms. It consists of two main components. The shaft in the
middle is the journal and the part enveloping the shaft is the bearing,
which is also known as the bush. The housing or the sleeve is to support
the journal bearing structure. In current study, journal bearing test rig was
developed to study oil behaviour characteristics. The benefits of test rig
such as applicability to multiple or repetitive tests, wide range of
operation, possibility of performing extreme value tests safely, possibility
of using accurately adjusted bearing loads, possibility of studying
different variables separately and possibility of performing demanding
measurements is the key factors of test rig selection.

1. Introduction
The use of journal bearing is critical in
most machines. Journal bearings were used to
support shafts and to carry radial loads with
minimum power loss and minimum wear. The
journal bearing can be represented by a plain
cylindrical sleeve (bushing) wrapped around
the journal (shaft), but the bearing can adopt
variety of forms. The lubricant is supplied at
some convenient point in the bearing through a
hole or a groove. If the bearing extends around
the full 360º of the journal, it is described as a
“full journal bearing.” If the angle of wrap is
less than 360º, the term “partial journal bearing”
is used.
A schematic of the general features in a
plain journal bearing is shown in Figure 1 as
adapted from [1]. It consists of two main
components. The shaft in the middle is the
journal and the part enveloping the shaft is the
bearing, which is also known as the bush. The
housing or the sleeve is to support the journal
bearing structure. The journal diameter (D), the
bearing internal diameter (d), length (L), and
radial clearance (C) are important criteria. The
values and relative proportions of these
parameters play an important role in the
capacity and performance of the journal bearing
in actual applications.
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Figure 1: Journal bearing geometry and
nomenclature (adapted from [1]).
An important parameter in journal bearing
operation is its eccentricity, e. It is the distance
between the centre of the journal (Oj) and the
centre of the bearing (OB) as shown in Figure 2.
The line passing through both Oj and OB is
called the centre line. The positions of Oj
relative to OB for three initial stages in a journal
bearing operation are illustrated in Figure 2. An
idle position is shown in Figure 2(a) where the
journal is in contact with the bearing with the
line of contact opposing to the load and the
distance between Oj and OB is equal to the radial
clearance, C. At start up in Figure 2(b), mixed
lubrication prevails, and the journal is displaced
and slide in the interior of the bearing in the
opposite rotational direction. As the fluid
wedge becomes established and lift speed is
attained, the journal starts to assume the
position in Figure 2(c).
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of bearing
positions at (a) start-up, (b) no load and (c)
steady running conditions.
The film thickness around the journal
bearing is given by,
=

+ !"#$%&

(1)

where, C is the radial clearance
e is the eccentricity
θ is the angular position

lubrication system, system controller and
measuring systems. Most of the main
components of the test rig were installed within
the frame unit. Generally, the frame unit is
relatively rigid to avoid disturbing by
deformations and vibrations. The bearing unit
consists of the bearing, housing, shaft and
bearing supporting system. The housing, which
the bearing is placed for testing normally, has a
simplified cubic or cylindrical design, but
housings of real types have also been used. For
example, [2] has used a real type of bearing
housing for simulation of a connecting rod big
end. A large high precision roller bearing with
both radial and axial load carrying capacity is a
common supporting bearing type used in low
and medium speed applications. These have
been used, for example, by [3]. In high speed or
extreme load applications, sliding bearings have
been used as an alternative, for example by [4,
5]. The shaft is typically supported on both
sides of the bearing, but single side support
solutions have also been used, for example by
[6]. Tanaka (2000).
The journal bearing test rig, used in this
study is shown in Figure 3.

The eccentricity ratio, e, is often determined
from the operating conditions of a journal
bearing.
In current study, journal bearing test rig
was developed to study oil behavior
characteristics. The benefits of test rig such as
applicability to multiple or repetitive tests, wide
range of operation, possibility of performing
extreme value tests safely, possibility of using
accurately adjusted bearing loads, possibility of
studying different variables separately and
possibility
of
performing
demanding
measurements is the key factors of test rig
selection. Therefore, in many cases of bearing
research studies, the optimum and best way to
obtain knowledge is to carry out an
experimental work.
An experimental work using the test rig is
also typically performed as preliminary studies
and tests before bearing are tested in the
machinery or in the field, as well as for
verifying bearing calculations. Typically, the
benefits of experiments by test rig depend on
the benefits of the bearing test apparatus.
Versatility, wide operating range, applicability
to true scale experiments with realistic bearing
loads, and advanced control and measuring
systems are some critical requirements of
bearing test apparatus.

The test rig was fabricated and assembled
by Ducom Inc based in Bangalore India. The
frame of the bearing test rig consists of a base
plate and two firm angular beams with housings
for the journal assembly. The width, length and
height of the frame are about 0.9, 1.1 and 1.5 m,
respectively. The journal is mounted
horizontally on self-aligned bearings as shown
in Figure 4. It is rotated by the servo motor with
timer belt of 2 over 1 pulley ratio.

2. Methodology
Normally, a test rig consists of a frame unit,
a bearing unit and loading, drive unit,

The journal or shaft is tightened to spindle
by a draw bolt. The spindle is mounted to the
inside housing rotating on taper roller bearings.

Figure 3: An assembly diagram of journal
bearing test rig. 1) Frame, 2) Motor, 3) Motor
bracket, 4) Spindle assy. 5) Bellow top plate, 6)
Bellow guide plate, 7) Loading Lever, 8) Pivot
assembly, 9) Chain, 10) Chain holder, 11) Load
Cell holder, 12) Load Cell, 13) Loading plate,
14) Bearing unit and 15) Pneumatic bellows.
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A centrifugally casted flawless bearing made
from brass materials was freely slides over
journal with clearance of 104-micronmeter.
Hydrodynamic lubrication mechanism is
formed as it rotates. The load is introduced by
pulling up the bearing upwards. This radial
force is applied by a loading lever having 1 to 2
ratios of mechanical advantages. This loading
lever was pulled down by pneumatic bellow
which fixed at the below of spindle housing.

maximum pressure profile. As shown in Figure
6, the pressure in the journal bearing increases
as the bearing angle increases up until the
maximum pressure position. Beyond, the
pressure starts to decrease and becomes
negative after the pressure termination position.

Figure 6: Oil pressure profiles of journal
bearing at 800 rpm for speed of 10kN, 15kN and
20kN.
Figure 4: An assembly of journal bearing test
rig.
3. Results
The
behaviour
of
hydrodynamic
lubrication in journal bearing has been
investigated for varying speeds, loads, oil inlet
pressure and groove locations.
The measurement of temperature profiles,
pressure profiles and friction coefficient at
specific speed for different loads and at a
specific load for different speeds was reported
in [7-15].
Temperature profile in journal bearing can
be presented as shown in Figure 5.

4. Conclusion
An experimental work using the test rig is
also typically performed as preliminary studies
and tests before bearing are tested in the
machinery or in the field, as well as for
verifying bearing calculations. Typically, the
benefits of experiments by test rig depend on
the benefits of the bearing test apparatus.
Versatility, wide operating range, applicability
to true scale experiments with realistic bearing
loads, and advanced control and measuring
systems are some critical requirements of
bearing test apparatus. The benefits of test rig
such as applicability to multiple or repetitive
tests, wide range of operation, possibility of
performing extreme value tests safely,
possibility of using accurately adjusted bearing
loads, possibility of studying different variables
separately and possibility of performing
demanding measurements is the key factors of
test rig selection.

Figure 5: Oil temperature profiles in journal
bearing at 10kN load for speeds of 300, 400,
500, 600, 700 and 800 rpm.
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Pressure profiles for different loads for
hydrodynamic lubrication journal bearing are
shown in Figure 6. Theoretically, increasing the
loads at the same speed tends to increase the
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